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Abstract— Speaker authentication is the process of 

automatically identifying before who is talking on the base 

of person information included in speech waves. Many 

principles are used in the area of voice recognition. This 

paper provides a method of storing the voiceprints of 

individuals uniquely, based on the Hidden Markov Model. 

HMM has been used in the speech recognition area for a 

long period of time, but this project explores a way of using 

HMM for voice authentication which is different from 

speech recognition. This voiceprint will then be used for 

voice authentication, using text independent speaker 

recognition methods in which the system does not have 

belief in on special wording being talked, but one and only 

on the voice of the speaker. This paper also provides details 

about certain misconceptions with regard to voice 

authentication that exist in the society. This paper explains 

more about the user training phase detailing how the voice 

print of an individual is stored in the system by extracting 

certain properties of the waveform using HMM. 

Key words:  Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Biometrics, 

Voice Authentication, Phonemes           

I. INTRODUCTION 

Speaker recognition is the process of automatically 

recognizing who is speaking on the basis of information 

obtained from speech waves. This technique will make it 

possible to verify the identity of persons accessing systems, 

that is, access control by voice, in various services. These 

services include voice dialing, banking transaction over 

telephone network, telephone shopping, database access 

services, information and reservation system, voice mail, 

security control for confidential information areas, and 

remote access to computers . Speaker recognition is 

probably the only biometric which may be easily tested 

remotely through the telephone network, this makes it quite 

valuable in many real applications, and it will become more 

popular in the future [1].  

Speaker recognition is divided into speaker 

verification and speaker identification. For speaker 

verification an identity is claimed by the user, and the 

decision required of the verification system is strictly 

binary; i.e., to accept or reject the claimed identity [2]. 

Speaker identification is the process of determining which 

speaker in a group of known speakers most closely matches 

the unknown speaker.  

The data used in the recognition is divided into 

text-dependent and text-independent. In text-dependent, the 

speaker is required to provide utterances having the same 

text for both training and recognition, whereas the text-

independent systems allow the user to utter any text. 

A. Problem to Be Addressed: 

Speaker identity is correlated with the physiological and 

behavioral characteristics of the speaker. The same speakers 

may speak fast, slow, varying speed or may speak louder or 

whisper. 

 Changes depending on sequence of phonemes 

 Have widely-varying types of environmental noise. 

 Performance in variation in the signal 

characteristics from trial to trial (intersession 

variability and variability over time). Speakers 

cannot repeat an utterance precisely the same way 

from trial to trial. 

 Does not have distinct boundaries between 

units(phonemes). 

 Has an unlimited number of words. 

B. Background: 

This section tries to give background knowledge about 

human voice by discussing basic attributes and elements that 

forms the human voice. 

1) Phonemes 

The unique sounds that we are capable to produce with our 

mouth are called phones. A phone is a speech segment that 

possesses distinct physical or perceptual properties. Such 

phones that we create are classified into a number of 

abstract categories called phonemes. Even though no two 

speech sounds, or phones, are identical, all of the phones 

classified into one phoneme category are similar enough so 

that they convey the same meaning [3]. Fig. 1 shows a 

diagrammatic view of categorization of phonemes. Any 

natural sound that we can find in a language can be 

represented by using the International Phonetic Alphabet 

[4]. 

2) Spectrogram 

Speech consists of vibrations produced in the vocal tract. 

The vibrations themselves can be represented by speech 

waveforms. However, it is not possible to read the 

phonemes in a waveform, but if the waveform is analyzed 

into its frequency components, a spectrogram which can be 

deciphered is obtained. Fourier analysis is applied to the 

speech waveform, which results a spectrum. Each phoneme 

is distinguished by its own unique pattern in the 

spectrogram. These phonemes are also categorized into 2 

classes called voiced and unvoiced. Voiced phonemes are 

those phonemes for which our vocal cords vibrate. 

Indifferent people have the properties of the sound created 

by the vibrations of vocal cords are different and that what 

makes the voice of each human unique. Therefore when it 

comes to speaker recognition it is these voiced phonemes 

that will produce unique sound per user that will help us to 

identify a user uniquely as can be seen in the Spectrogram in 

Fig.  

C. Formants 

For voiced phonemes, the pattern involves large 

concentrations of energy called Formants. Those formants 

are visible as black lines in the spectrogram. During voicing, 

the spectral or frequency characteristics of a formant 

evolves as phonemes unfold and succeed one another. 
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Formant values can vary widely from person to person and 

that’s what makes it possible to distinguish one voice from 

another. However a spectrogram reader can recognize 

patterns which are independent of particular frequencies and 

which identify the various phonemes with a high degree of 

reliability and that’s what makes it possible to recognize the 

speech .  Sections called frames, compute features that 

represent the spectral-domain content of the speech (regions 

of strong energy at particular frequencies). A neural network 

(also called multi-layer perception or MLP) is used to 

classify a set of these features into phonetic-based categories 

at each frame. Then Viterbi search is used to match the 

neural-network output scores to the target words. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Training Phase: 

1) Capturing the Sound Signal: 

The first step is capturing the sound waves of the voice of 

the speaker. This process will be done by using the 

microphone. We require a microphone to record the voice. 

The ultimate output of this step will be a formatted .wav file. 

In the training phase the .wav files are user utterances of 

individual phonemes. A screen image of the Training 

Wizard of the system developed. Here the user will have to 

utter the given sound. 

2) Sound Validation and Noise Reduction: 

After capturing the sound, it must be validated to see if it is 

free from defects. The sound is checked to make sure that 

there is no clipping of sound occurred, it has enough 

loudness and it is less in noise. The objective of this step is 

to remove any noise that may be remaining in the sound 

waves in small amounts. 

3) Encode and Parameterize the Waveform: 

The speaker recognition system cannot process directly on 

speech waveforms. These have to be represented in a more 

compact and an efficient way. 

 
Fig. 1: Structure of HMM 

4) HMM Definition and Training: 

The next step is to model a Hidden Markov Model for each 

phoneme that is trained. Fig.1depicts the structure of HMM 

model[5]. Each circle in Fig. 1 represents a state. The values 

inside the states (bi) are called the observation functions. 

They represent the observed probability along the HMM 

chain. In our system it gives the probability to which the 

voice matched the original voice in a given state. The arrows 

in the HMM model are called the transition probabilities 

(quoted as aij). They give the probability that the acoustical 

properties of the waveform must be satisfied in order to 

transit to the next state. Therefore what this HMM model 

show is what probabilities that the changes of the acoustical 

properties (that are stored in the form of parameter vectors) 

should have, if it is to match the given HMM model. In the 

system a HMM model for each phoneme of each user is 

modeled. These text files are said to contain the single-

Gaussian observation functions, with diagonal matrices. 

Such a function is entirely described by a mean vector and a 

variance vector. The system will start training by defining 

an initial HMM definition text file which is called prototype 

file where all the values of mean vector is initialized to 0 

and all the values of variance vector is initialized to 1. This 

training is done by calling HTK library functions HCompv 

and HRest. Finally what is obtained is the actual HMM 

definition file which has correct values for mean vectors and 

variance vectors. Our task in this step is to generate a HMM 

definition file for each phoneme of each user and store these 

HMM definitions in a suitable manner and update it 

whenever speaker utter correct sound at the time of 

recognition. Once the Training is done, the User can use the 

system to gain access to a facility where the access is 

restricted and the system is used. The steps involved in the 

authentication phase are; 

1) Generate sample input and sound 

2) Capture sound signal 

3) Sound validation and noise reduction 

4) Encode and parameterize the waveform 

5) Authentication 

III. ALGORITHMIC DETAILS 

A. Forward Algorithm: 

We want to calculate P(x) = probability of x, given the 

HMM. 

Sum over all possible ways of generating x:  

 P(x) =  P(x, )  =  P(x | ) P()  

To avoid summing over an exponential number of paths , 

define:  

fk(i) = P(x1…xi, i = k)  (the forward probability) 

 We can compute fk(i) for all k, i, using dynamic 

programming. 

B. Initialization: 

f0(0) = 1 
fk(0) = 0, for all k > 0 

C. Iteration: 

fk(i) = ek(xi) l fl(i – 1) alk 

D. Termination: 

P(x) = k fk(N)           

E. Backward Algorithm: 

We want to compute 

 P(i = k | x), 

The probability distribution on the i
th

 position, given x 

We start by computing 

P(i = k, x) = P(x1…xi, i = k, xi+1…xN) 

       = P(x1…xi, i = k) P(xi+1…xN | x1…xi, i = k)  

       = P(x1…xi, i = k) P(xi+1…xN | i = k)  

Then, P(i = k | x) = P(i = k, x) / P(x) 

We can compute bk(i) for all k, i, using dynamic 

programming 

F. Initialization: 

bk(N) = 1, for all k 

G. Iteration: 

bk(i) = l el(xi+1) akl bl(i+1)  
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H. Termination: 

P(x) = l a0l el(x1) bl(1) 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The system is designed to work in an indoor environment 

with an average amount of noise. The presence of 

background noise to a large extent might disturb either the 

training or the Authentication process. It also depends on the 

microphone that is used. If it does not capture the 

background noise, there won't be a hindrance to the phases. 

But the background noise should be minimal in order for the 

system to work properly. Since the HTK is used as the 

foundation of the voice recognition engine, design is 

restricted to the architecture of the HTK. But the design is 

done in a manner in which it will be compliant with future 

versions of HTK. The system cannot work for all available 

phonemes because it will create a large number of utterances 

for users to utter and therefore is going to be a tedious task. 

Since the numbers of phonemes are limited it is difficult to 

generate meaningful sample utterances for the users. What 

makes Human Voice Authentication System unique is that it 

uses a text independent voice authentication system. It stores 

the voice print of the user, which cannot be stolen by 

anybody since it is not the raw voice that will be stored. It 

prevents an imposter or impressionist from gaining access to 

the system by performing a tape attack. This project has 

explored a new avenue of using the HMM. HMM has been 

used for many decades for Speech Recognition or Voice 

Recognition Systems. But this system used the HMM for 

Voice Authentication which is clearly different from the 

above two. 
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